Celebrating the Timeless Love Between Girls and Horses...
Introducing “Horse Whispers” - a beautifully crafted collection of figurines that celebrates the special bond girls have with horses!

Maybe it’s because horses are beautiful and graceful. It could be because riding a horse represents freedom and speed. Whatever the reasons, girls and horses have a unique connection, and this special relationship rests at the emotional heart of Horse Whispers.

Subtly painted with “whispers” of color and sculpted with elegant realism and exquisite attention to sentiments expressed through body language and facial expression - the tilt of the head, the placement of a hand, an upturned face or downcast eyes – each Horse Whispers figurine communicates sentiments that range from trust and true understanding to unbridled joy.

Horse Whispers figurines stand between 6” and 8” tall, are cast in resin so as to capture minute details, and mounted on an attractive oval base, with a brass title plaque, that is flared to achieve a “fine art” feel. The inspiration for each figurine is stamped on the underside of the base.

The name Horse Whispers derives from “Horse Whisperer,” a term commonly used for trainers who have a special gift for gentling traumatized horses, and who are able to say things to horses in a way that only the two of them understand. Horse Whispers figurines will communicate to girls in a similarly compelling way.

Horse Whispers is a new brand, proudly created by one of the premier collectible companies in America, THE TRAIL OF PAINTED PONIES.

To order, please contact your Enesco Account Executive

Or phone: 1 800-4ENESCO

For more information, please visit: horsewhispers.com

Phone: 1 877 459-5701
Wish Upon a Horse

All of your secret wishes may come true if you “Wish Upon a Horse.”
Simply close your eyes and make a wish....

Height: 5.75”
Resin with Brass Title Plaque
Item Number: 4028503
Dreams Come True

Close your eyes and listen to your dreams...
It seems every girl hopes for a horse of her very own!
May all your “Dreams Come True.”

Height: 6.25”
Resin with Brass Title Plaque
Item Number: 4028502
Wild at Heart

I’d rather be a cowgirl, than a princess or a queen.
So here’s to all you cowgirls, who are truly “Wild at Heart!”

Height: 7.75”
Resin with Brass Title Plaque
Item Number: 4028508
"I will always love you," she said with a smile. "We will be friends forever and I will shower you with ‘Kisses.’"
Poetry in Motion

I’m on top of the world, my horse is my devotion...
We move quietly together, like “Poetry in Motion.”

Height: 7”
Resin with Brass Title Plaque
Item Number: 4028506
Pride and Joy

We are a team, you and I, and together we can do anything. You are my “Pride and Joy.”

Height: 6.75”
Resin with Brass Title Plaque
Item Number: 4028507
The Babysitter

The bigger they are, the better they babysit!
This gentle giant takes care of everyone.
Meet “The Babysitter.”

Height: 5.5”
Resin with Brass Title Plaque
Item Number: 4028509
First Love

It was love at first sight, and this “First Love” will last a lifetime....

Height: 6"
Resin with Brass Title Plaque
Item Number: 4028510
Girl Talk

Sometimes it takes a girl to say just the right things: “It’s OK,” “Easy little one,” “Hey there sweetie pie!”
This is “Girl Talk.”

Height: 5.5”
Resin with Brass Title Plaque
Item Number: 4028505
Ride the Wind

Hold on tight and let your dreams take you away.
Always remember, to ride a horse is to “Ride the Wind.”

Height: 6.75”
Resin with Brass Title Plaque
Item Number: 4028511